First a little History for clarification
In 1998 myself Mark Klotz, Joe Naylor and Todd Raber purchased Aero Works and the manufacturing
rights of the Aerolite 103 design from Terry Raber. I was President of the company until 2000 when I and
Joe Naylor sold our stock to Todd Raber and his new partner Bob Sprang.I
In 2005 Aero Works closed their doors and the Aero-lite 103 was no longer manufactured.
In 2005 Mark Klotz owner of Wings of Freedom LLC a manufacture of the Flitplane since 1996 began to
produce quality replacement parts for the estimated 100 + Aero-lite Pilots that were desperately in need
of a service and support. At about the same time the Builders Forum was turned over to me by Max
Rentz who was the original founder of the forum and also happened to be the last person I sold an Aerolite to in 2000.
In 2008 I released the Phoenix -103. As President of Aero Works from 1998 to 2000 and having provided
replacement parts and support since 2005. I have been involved in every aspect of the Aerolite and know
its strengths and weakness. So when designing the Phoenix 103. I applied those ideas that I believe would
make a good plane even better and even though the two designs are similar in looks they are different in
many ways… hence the name Phoenix.
In August 2010 Terry Raber bought back the Aero-lite design from his brother Todd Raber and re-entered
the market place with the original Aerolite design.
In 2012 Terry once again sold the design, only this time to Dennis Carley owner of U-Fly-it. They will offer
new manufacturing as well as replacement parts.
While I have respect for Terry as a designer I thought it important to make you aware of the two products and how they came to be. I will continue to be of service to the Aerolite pilots their planes and this
forum. I hope you can appreciate the service and support that Wings of Freedom has provided for the
Aero-lite pilots over the years and the work that has gone into the design of the Phoenix 103.

You are going to Love this little plane…whichever one you choose!
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Here are is a list of just some of the differences between the Phoenix and the Aerolite.
1. The entire control surfaces were redesigned buy replacing all of the copper pluming hardware with 6061
- T6 gussets. This created a higher quality aviation product and saved 4lbs.
2. The leading and trailing edges of most control surfaces including the wings were redesigned to remove
peripheral drag that had been created with the original control surfaces. The end result was a lighter
and cleaner control surface.
3. Our wing jigs are designed with a 3 degree washout in them, compared to the Aero-lite that required
you to twist the wing, which would create unnecessary stress to wing.
4. The heel cups on the rudder pedals were replaced with a heel plate in turn making it a more comfortable ride.
5. The new heel plate now works as a large gusset lending more strength to the nose section and in turn
making it a stronger and safer plane.
6. The builder now has more options to meet his/her leg length.
7. A fork made of 4130 Chrome Molly was designed for the yoke control stick and in turn it increased the
strength of the main boom and this too made it safer. This new design has replaced many Aerolite 103
booms.
8. The main hoop bar was redesigned by welding steel bushings in place for the strut attach points rather
than just drilling a hole through the sq tube and adding washers for spacing.
9. The struts attach bolts that were AN3 were replaced with AN4 bolts and the struts to fuselage attach
point that used AN4 were replaced with AN5 bolts sleeved with a steel bushing, this too adds to your
safety.
10. The Nose Fork assembly now uses two brass bushings adding longer life and stability compared to the
aluminum sleeve that was used by the Aerolite.
11. The Nose Extension made of 4130 Chrome Molly (for the nose fork assembly) has been redesigned to be
lighter and tighter.
12. The leading and trailing edges of the Horizontal attach points have been redesigned to reduce vibration
and add strength.
13. The Rudder has been enlarged almost by half and two more inches have been added to the elevators to
give you more control authority for those slow, slow landing.
14. A lighter seat was designed that folds forward for easy inspection and storage.
15. An easy to operate 3 position flap handle was designer to replace the crank handle previously used. It
can also be retro-fitted to any Aero-lite.
.

The next several pages will provide pictures of the changes made to the control surfaces.
As you can see, we have taken a good design and made it better, stronger and safer.
Anyone that sees the Phoenix 103 will most likely say it looks like an Aerolite 103 but anyone who owns a Phoenix 103 will know it is something much more.
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These are pictures of Control Surfaces of the Phoenix and the Aerolite
They show the difference in construction methods as to how they are built.

On the top are pictures of Aileron & Flap Controls. Note the Phoenix on the left uses a 1 1/2”
LE and is attached to the 1/2” TE with a 6061-T6 gusset . Where as the Aerolite on the right
is using a 1” copper fitting with a 7/8” LE and TE tube inserted in it. The Phoenix uses a 1/8”
thick aluminum cup that is slid in the 1 1/2” LE and glued and riveted for the control horn to
attach to. The 1/2” tube is also sleeved with a 5/8” tube at the control horn locations.

These pictures are of the inboard of the Horizontal . Note the Phoenix on the left uses a 1”
x .058 sleeve over the 7/8” .035 tubing giving a total wall thickness of .093 for the attach
point. Again we use 6061-T6 gussets, note 3—1/8” rivets on top and bottom of inner compression tube vs the Aerolite 1—3/16” rivet top and bottom. Tight is right….
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These are pictures of Control Surfaces of the Phoenix and the Aerolite
They show the difference in construction methods as to how they are built.

The top two Pictures are of the Vertical LE clusters and on the bottom two are of the Vertical TE lower cluster. The left side is of the Phoenix and right side is of the Aerolite. Note
the use of the 6061-T6 gusset vs the use of 1” wrap bracket. Even though the Aerolite uses
a 3/16” rivet note that it only makes for a swivel point, where as the Phoenix use of gussets
lock the parts in. In this case bigger is not always better. ….More is better.…..So which one
do you want to have attached to your tail?
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These are pictures of Control Surfaces of the Phoenix and the Aerolite
They show the difference in construction methods as to how they are built.
Left top is the Phoenix Flap
and below it is the Aerolite
Flap. The picture below is of
the Ailerons . The top is Phoenix bottom is Aerolite. The
Phoenix uses gussets and utilize a peripheral shape and in
turn creating less drag over
the wing.

The bottom pictures are of
the Verticals . As you can see
most of the parts are similar
in size but you have to admit
the use of gussets really make
for a quality workmanship. It
is time consuming as well
since I make each gusset by
hand but it is well worth it.
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These are pictures of Control Surfaces of the Phoenix and the Aerolite
They show the difference in construction methods as to how they are built.

The top Pictures are of the Horizontals and the bottom pictures are of the Elevators. Note the
sleeves on the inboard of the top Horizontal . We added them because the ends fit in a 1”
Channel and there had been some reports of wear on the attach points of Aerolite Horizontals. Also note the Elevators on the bottom . The Phoenix is 2“ wider. This gave us a little
more control on those landings when you want to drag it in slow……….

Inboard TE has
5/8” sleeve to
add strength
for control
horn attach
point.
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These are pictures of Control Surfaces of the Phoenix and the Aerolite
They show the difference in construction methods as to how they are built.

Above are the Rudders….Which one do you think is the Phoenix ? Ah the gussets gave it
away. You might ask why so big? Well in this case size does matter….I am talking about the
plane here. It was actually suggested by several guys from the Aerolite builders forum that
I am the moderator of. They said if you were ever to re –design the Aero add more tail. I
personally had become accustom to the characteristics of the Aerolite and did not think
much about it.. But while designing the Phoenix I thought I would give it a try. I can honestly say that I was pleasantly surprised. I have less Rudder input on take off and with the
2” added to the Elevator and larger Rudder I was really able to drag it in on those slow
landings. In retrospect when you think about a larger control panel on a slow moving
plane it would equate to more control and control is what I got…...Thanks guys!
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